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The Solar System was built with collisions



Craters on Moon were thought to be volcanic until 1960s



Impact Craters on Mars



Mercury



Why were lunar craters thought to be volcanic?

1. Impactors on the Moon must come from every direction 
2. But craters on the moon are circular, not oblong or extended 
3. Thus origin must be internal, not external 
4. And, Moon must be a much more volcanic place than Earth!



• Impact studies in 1950’s showed that craters are not made 
by simple slow excavation along the impactor’s path.  

• But instead, the energy is deposited as a massive 
explosion, vaporizing the impactor and and almost always 
resulting in a symmetrical, circular crater.



But we now know…
• Circular craters are what we 

expect from impactors coming 
from any direction 

• Presence of shocked quartz 
which can only be made by 
intense pressure of impacts 
and nuclear explosions - not in 
volcanoes 

• Morphological features: 
overturned rim, ejecta 
blankets, central peak, etc.



• Typical impactor speed: vesc(Earth) ~ 11 km/sec 

• Typical ejecta speed: ~ 1 km/sec 

• Typical crater radius: rc ~ 10 ri 

• Typical crater depth: yc ~ 0.1 - 0.5 rc



Tycho Crater on Moon

Q: How far can rocks travel when ejected at 1 km/sec?

Tycho ejecta seen to extend ~ 100 km



But if impactor is vaporized/melted, and ejecta 
is not, what happened here?

These impact craters onto Mars were probably into ice, which 
melted due to the impact energy!



Similar Impact Morphologies at Different Scales
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Meteor Crater, Arizona 
1.3 km diameter 
55,000 years old



Vredefort Impact Crater, South Africa 
2.2 billion years ago, 300 km original diameter 
Largest and oldest visible impact crater on Earth
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Vredefort Impact Crater 
Looking from outer rim toward inner rim 



Vredefort Impact Site, t+2.2 Gyr



Chicxulub Impact Crater

• Gulf of Mexico, 65 million years ago 
• Global fallout believed to cause KT extinction, killed dinosaurs 
• Crater is eroded but visible in gravity field data  
• Impactor of similar size to Vredefort impactor 

• 10 km impactor; 300 km crater

Gravity map

300 km



Lonar Impact Crater, Maharashtra

1.8 km diameter 
Created by impactor 50,000 5,00,000 years ago.

Dr. Shawn Wright 
Planetary Science Institute; 

University of Pittsburgh



One of the newest and best preserved impact 
craters on Earth. And, the best terrestrial analogue 
for Mars: impact + hydrothermal + basalt.


